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Main Idea and Details
Ll
The main idea is what an article or story is all
about. Sometimes one sentence tells the main
idea. Other sentences give details that tell more
about the main idea.
Read the paragraph about snakes. Think about
the main idea.
Snakes are different from other animals. Their
eyes are always open, but they cannot see very
well. Snakes cannot hear. They have no legs. They
move by sliding along on the ground.

Fill in the circles next to the correct
answers. Which sentence from the
paragraph tells the main idea?
O Snakes are different from other animals.
O Snakes cannot hear.
O They move by sliding along on the ground.
Which sentences give details?

O Snakes have no legs.
O Their eyes are always open.
Lesson

Sometimes the
first sentence
in
the
paragraph

tells the main
idea.

O Snakes can be found in pet stores.
O Snakes cannot hear.
STRATEGY: Identifying Main Idea and Supporting Details

On Read these paragraphs about a special snake. Your
Own Think about the main idea in each paragraph.

The

Python
The python is one of the biggest snakes in the world. It
can be 30 feet long. It can weigh more than 200 pounds.
Sometimes it takes many people to hold one python. A baby
python might surprise you. It can be three feet long when it
is born. That is bigger than other snake babies.
Like all snakes, pythons are born from eggs. The mother
python lays 50 to 100 eggs. She curls her body around them.
She rests her head on top of the eggs. To keep her eggs warm,
she shakes her body to make heat. She might stay with her
eggs for as many as 80 days. She only leaves to get a drink of
water. Then the eggs hatch.

5
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Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each

on the lines.

Use your own words to tell how a python looks.

How is the baby python different from other snakes?

Practicing Comprehension Skills
Fill in the circle next to the correct sentence.

3a What is the main idea of the first paragraph?
O It can be 30 feet long.
O The python is the biggest snake in the world.
O It can weigh more than 200 pounds.
What is the main idea of the second paragraph?
O She rests her head on top.

O She curls her body around them.
O Like all snakes, pythons are born from eggs.
STRATEGY: Identifying Main Idea and Supporting Details

Lesson

7

Practicing Vocabulary

curls

Write words from the box to complete the paragraph.

6B A python is one kind of
python

A mother

babies
world

her body around her

eggs. She stays until the eggs
Thecan be three feet long. Soon

hatch

they grow to be the biggest snakes in the

snake

Writing a Paragraph That Describes
Reading Write a paragraph about an animal. One sentence
Writing should tell the main idea. Other sentences should tell
details about the main idea.
1

u) Drawing Conclusions
Authors don't always tell you
everything in a story or an article.
You can use clues to figure out things
by yourself. The clues might be
pictures or words.
What clues in the picture help you to
Which
know that a boy named Hector
of
likes apples?
Read the poem about food. Use picture and
word clues. Also think about what you already
know.
I try to eat healthy food every day.

When I eat good food, I can run and play.
Give me meat and fish, give me milk and cheese.
More fruits, more vegetables, and more bread, please!

When I eat good food, I can run and play. Then
I get stronger, each and every day!
Lesson

these
foods
are
good
for
you?
Fill in
the
circles.

O turkey O candy
O milk
O apples O spinach O chocolate
What will eating good foods help you to do?
You can figure out things by using clues found in
what you read and by thinking about what you
already know.
STRATEGY: Drawing Conclusions

Son

Read more about food. Think about what the author

Your
Own

tells you and what you already know.

Different foods help your body in different ways. It's easy
to know what foods are good for you. The five big food
groups name the foods you need every day.

9

You need six servings from the grain
group every day. Pasta, rice, and bread
are made from grains. Grain foods give
you energy.
Eat three to five servings of vegetables
each day.
Carrots, green beans, and peas are
vegetables. You also need some fruit each
day. You can drink a glass of apple juice.
You can eat a peach or any other fruit.
These foods help your eyes and skin.
You need two or three servings of milk each day. A
glass of milk tastes good. Yogurt and cheese help build
strong bones and teeth.
You also need servings from the meat group. Eggs, fish,
chicken, and beans are in this group, too. You need two to
three servings a day to build strong muscles.
Try not to eat many fats or sweets. They may taste good, but
they don't help you to grow strong or stay healthy.
10
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Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each cluestion on the lines.

la What will happen if you think about the food
each time you choose something to eat?
Lesson

groups

2n What should you do if you want to be a good
soccer player, swimmer, or runner? Why?

Practicing Comprehension Skills
Read each sentence. Write T for True and F for False.
Then write a sentence that tells how you know.

Eat food from only one food group each day.
How do you know?
Eggs can take the place of meat in a meal,

Don't eat many fats and sweets.
8. How do you know?
STRATEGY: Drawing Conclusions

90 Draw a circle around the best menu.
Menu 1 chicken carrots roll milk apple

Menu 2 fish rice soda cake orange
Menu 3 bread cheese cookies pear pie

10B Why is it the best menu?

Practicing Vocabulary
Write a word from the box to answer each question.

vegetables

food

healthy

good

group

What are things that belong together?
12B What is the opposite of bad?
13B What are meats, fruits, and grains?
Il-la What kind of food are peas and carrots?
15B When you are not sick, what are you?

.ing

Writing a List

Reading Make a list on another sheet of paper. Write five Wrj+ing
things you will eat each day to stay healthy.

2

Secuuence: Order of Events
Things that happen in a story follow a certain order.
As you read, think about what happens first, next,
and last. Knowing the order helps you understand
and remember the story. Clue words such as first,
next, last, and then may help you understand the
Read
order in which things happen.
the
Lesson

story about a dog that gets into trouble.
Think about what happens first, next,
and last.
Today I had a very bad day! First, I let my dog
into the house. Spunky had mud on his feet.
The next thing I knew, there was mud
everywhere! I had to get rid of the mud fast so I
mopped the floor. It was very hard work. I hope
tomorrow is a better day!

Order of Events

13

Read the
story.
Think
about
what
happens

Vow
Own first, next, and
last.

Write 1, 2, 3, and I-I on the lines to show story order.

The dog got mud all over the floor.
The girl mopped the floor.
The girl let the dog inside.
The girl hoped for a better day tomorrow.

STRATEGY: Identifying

When you read a story, think about the order of
the things that happen. Look for clue words that
can help you.

The
Birthda
y cake
b
y Cheryl Chapman
Matt was making a
birthday cake for a

special friend. Dad helped him take the cake out
of the oven. They put it on the table to cool,

"Now that the cake is done, I need your
help raking leaves," Dad said.
Matt and Dad went outside, There were
lots of leaves to
rake! They raked the
leaves into piles. Then they put the
piles into big brown bags. They worked for a
long time.
When Matt came back inside, the cake was
gone. He could see the pan. It had crumbs in
it. Where was the cake? He looked all around,
At last he saw Dusty. Dusty's nose had
crumbs on it, too.
Matt laughed, "Happy birthday, silly pup!" he
said. "You ate up all your cake, but you are still
my special friend."

Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each question on the lines.

How did Matt know that Dusty had eaten the cake?
Lesson
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2n How would you celebrate a puppy's birthday?

Practicing Comprehension Skills
Write 1, 2, 3, I-I, and 5 on the lines to show story order.
Matt and his dad baked a birthday cake.
Matt and Dad raked leaves.
Matt realized that Dusty had eaten the cake.
Matt found out the cake was gone.
Matt saw crumbs on Dusty's nose.
Read the

Fill in the circle next to the answer.

What happened before Matt and Dad raked leaves?
O They put the cake on a table to cool.
O They saw that the cake was gone
O They put leaves into bags.
STRATEGY: Identifying Order of Events

Read the cwestion. Think about the story you read.
Fill in the circle next to the answer.

What happened at the end of the story?
O Matt told Dusty he was still a special friend.

O Matt baked a cake.
O Matt and his dad raked leaves.
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Practicing Vocabulary
Write the word from the box that matches each clue.
crumbs

silly

oven

pup

special

a young dog
7. small pieces from a
cake

8. a place to bake
9. favorite, important,
unusual

10. foolish, not wise
Writing an All-About-Me Story
Reading Write a story about something funny that

Wrthng happened to you. Use words such as first, next, and
last to tell the order of things that happened.
16
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happen.
wet!
in
a
puddle
because you
Sometimes one thing makes another happens you
read.
thing
If you step in a puddle, your feet will get
Getting wet is what happened. Stepping
is why it happened. Your feet got wet
stepped in a puddle. Thinking about what
and why it happens will help you when

Cause and Effect

As you read about animals, think about how one
thing makes another thing happen.
All animals must protect themselves from enemies.
Different animals protect themselves in different ways.
Frogs jump quickly so their enemies can't catch
them. Turtles have shells on their
backs so they look like rocks
when they stand still. Since polar
bears are white, they blend into
the snow.

Draw a line from what happens
to why it happened.

Look for clue
words like so,
because, that is
why, and since.
Sometimes
these words tell
you that one
thing
makes
another thing
happen.

Frogs escape enemies

because they are white.

Polar bears can hide because they jump
in the snow quickly.

Lesson

STRATEGY: Recognizing Cause-and-Effect Relationships

25

On

Read about a special kind of lizard. Think

Vow
Own. about what happens and why it happens.

Animals have their own ways to keep safe. One kind of lizard has a special
way to keep itself safe. It is the chameleon. The chameleon can hide
anywhere!
A chameleon can change color, so it is hard for other animals to see it. It isn't
easy to see a green chameleon standing on a green leaf. It isn't easy to spot a
yellow one

sitting on the desert sand. Other lizards can change color, too. The

chameleon is special because its colors are the brightest.
The chameleon can see in different directions at the same time. Each eye can
look up, down, or backward on
its own. Because the chameleon
can do this, it can quickly spot
an enemy. Then it can hide or
run away.
The chameleon can get food
easily, too. Its tongue is very
long, very sticky, and very fast.
Since the chameleon has a
special tongue, it can easily
catch Insects.

30
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6

Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each cujestion on the lines.

What do you think makes the chameleon special?

Tell one way that chameleons are like other lizards.

Practicing Comprehension Skills
Fill in the circle next to the answer.

30 A chameleon can hide anywhere because it can
O play jump-rope. O swim.

O change colors.

The chameleon has a long, sticky tongue, so it easily
O catches insects.

O catches cold O catches fish.

Since a chameleon can see in different directions,
it can
O change colors.

Relationships

O run away.

O spot enemies.

STRATEGY: Recognizing Cause-and-Effect
27

Recd each sentence under What Happensn Then draw a line
to the sentence that tells Why It Hoppensn

What Happens

Why It Happens

60 A chameleon turns
because it has eyes that can
look up, down, and backward.
70 A chameleon sees an
desert.

green

so it cannot be seen in the

8a A chameleon can easily so it cannot be seen on a catch insects
green plant.
90 A chameleon turns
and sticky.

because its tongue is long yellow

Practicing Vocabulary
Write words from the box to finish the sentences.

10a I change colors. Each of my eyes can look up,
down, or
My

tongue
lizard
sticky

is very long. It is
, too. It helps me to backward
catch
to eat. I am a kind of
called a chameleon.
insects

Writing Sentences About an
Animal
Reading On another sheet of paper, draw an animal you like.
Writing Write sentences to tell why the animal is special.
0011

32
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Lesson

6

Story
realistic

not
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"Where do you
think we're going?"
Kenji's left sneaker said
to his right.
"I don't know," said
the right sneaker, "but
I hope Kenji likes
basketball."

realistic story
fantasy

You can tell if a
story
is
realistic or a
fantasy. Ask
yourself,
"Could
the
things
that
happen in the
story happen
in real life?"

STRATEGY: Distinguishing Between Fantasy and Realism 29

On

Read the story about c special hotn Think

Your
Own

about if the story is realistic or a fantasy.

The Red Hat
The days were short and the winds blew strong. Tati's mother took some red
yarn. Then she began knitting.

She knitted a cozy hat for Tati.
The next day Tati put on the hat. "Be careful," warned her mother. "The wind
might blow the hat off your head." Tati went outside to play.

The wind blew and blew. Tati felt her hat get bigger and bigger, like a
balloon. She felt her feet leave the ground. She was flying!
Tati sailed over the town. She saw her friends playing in the snow. They
looked as small as potato bugs. She saw a horse pulling a sleigh. It looked as
small as a toy.
Soon Tati got lonely. "How will I ever get home?" she asked a blackbird. "I'll
help you," said the blackbird. He pecked at her hat until the air began to seep
out of it. Tati floated to the ground, right in front of her own cottage.

0
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7

Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each (Vestion on the lines.

If the blackbird had not helped her, what do you
think Tati could have done?

Would you like hat like Tati's? Why or why not?

Practicing Comprehension Skills
Read each story event. Write R next to things that
could really happen. Write F next to things that
are a fantasy.

Tati's mother knitted a cozy red hat.
The wind blew up the hat like a
balloon.
50
Tati went outside to play.
Tati flew through the sky.
A horse was pulling a sleigh.
A blackbird said, "I'll help you."
Circle the answer that finishes the sentence.

9. The story about the red hat is a
realistic story. a fantasy.
STRATEGY: Distinguishing Between Fantasy and Realism 31

Write the answer to each question on the lines.

IOA How can you tell what kind of story "The Red Hat" is?

How do you know that the blackbird
make-believe?
'12a What was the first clue that the story was makebelieve?

Practicing Vocabulary
Write the word from the box that matches each clue.

cottage
13B made with yarn
cozy
carriage that goes in snow knitted
sleigh
15B small house
strong
160 not weak
17a
warm and comfortable

38
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'St'ing

Writing a Fantasy

Reading On another sheet of paper, write o story
about something that is not real. You might write
about animals that talk or a make-believe place.
7

how to do something, you need
teps. What do you do first? What
do you do last? Look for clue
xt, then, and last- These words
n which things should be done.

ke play

First, put

he water

STRATEGY:
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ok for words
e first, next,
n, and last
help you
derstand
order of
ps. If the
ections have
picture, look
the picture
d match it to
steps.

18

together with your hands
flour if the clay is sticky.
clay!

and I-I to show the

play clay.
in a bowl.
together.
in water.

Lesson

Identifying

On

Steps in a Process

Read the steps that tell how to make rock art.

Your
Own

Think about the steps as you read.

Fun
Rocks come in all different shapes, sizes, and colors.
Have you ever found a rock and thought, "I could make
something out of that"? Well, you can! You can make rock
art.
First, find some flat rocks. Look for interesting colors or
shapes. Next, decide what you will make. Hold up each
rock. Think about what the shape looks like. Does it look
like an animal? Does it remind you of anything?
Then draw pictures or write letters on each rock. Use
pencil, crayons, or colored markers. Last, decorate the rocks.
Use glue to add smaller stones, feathers, or twigs. You can use yarn or buttons,
too. You might have started with a plain rock, but you end up with a great piece
of art!

STRATEGY:
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Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each (Vestion on the lines.

Where could you find the things you need to make rock
art?
Why should you begin by looking at the rock's shape?

Practicing Comprehension Skills
3D Choose words from the box to write the four steps to make
rock art. Write the words in the chart.

decide what you will make
decorate the rocks draw
pictures or letters on the rocks
find some flat rocks
First,

Last,
Identifying

Steps in a Process

Write the clue words that helped you follow the steps
in "Fun with Rock Art."
20
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Practicing Vocabulary
Write the word from the box that matches each clue.

decorate

hold

interesting

stones

feathers

5a This is something you can do to the
top of a cake.
6. You use your hands to do this with a book
when you read.
7a These things are the same as rocks.
8a This word tells about something that is
not dull.
9a These soft things cover a bird's body.

Writing Directions
Reading On another sheet of paper, draw a picture of
Writing something you have made. Then write the steps
that tell how you mode it.
u

Predicting Outcomes
When you read, look for clues to help you figure out what
will happen next. You can look at the pictures and also think
STRATEGY:
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about what has happened so far. Use these clues to tell what
might happen next.
Look at the picture and read the title.
What do you think the story will be about?
Now read to see if you are right.

Two Hungry Pigs
"Will Dad make stew? I like that best," said Billy.
"I hope we have lots of potatoes," said Tilly.
"Maybe we will have apple pie, too," said Billy.
"Let's ride faster. I'm hungry!" said Tilly.

What do you think will happen next?
Fill in the circle.
O The pigs will go away with their father.
O The pigs will eat dinner with their father.
Why do you think this? Write your answer
on the lines.
Y (IVS.

22
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When
you
read a story,
think
about
what
the
characters say
or do. This will
help you figure
out
what
might happen
next.

Predicting Outcomes

YourOn Read the title and look at the picture. Fill in the
Own
Before You Read part of the chart on page 23.
Then read the story. As you recd, see if you cre right.

A surprise )Rådle
by Robin Pulver
It was almost Molly's birthday, and she
wanted only one thing. She wanted Dad to
be home for her birthday. Molly's father
was a truck driver. His truck was very big.
Dad's truck had a name. Its name was The
King of the Road.
Dad woke Molly up on her birthday.
"Good morning, Princess Molly!" he said.
"The sun is shining. It's a great day for a
trip.
"Where are you going today, Dad?"
Molly asked. She felt sad that her father
was taking a trip on her birthday. Couldn't
he stay with Molly?
"You mean where are we going," Dad
said.
"We are going for a ride in The King of the Road! Our first stop
will be the diner. We will have a special birthday breakfast!"
STRATEGY:
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g

Wow!" Molly said, "Where will we go after that?" "That's up to
you," Dad said with a grin.
5

Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each question on the lines.

How is this day different from other days for Molly?
20 How does her dad's trip idea make Molly feel?

24
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Practicing Comprehension Skills
Read what you wrote on the Before You Read
lines. Now that you have read the story, write
the answers to the questions on the After Yo
Read lines.

STRATEGY:
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Predicting Outcomes

Where do you think Molly and her dad will go after
they leave the diner?
5a Why do you think so?

Practicing Vocabulary
Write the words from the box to finish each sentence.

birthday

diner

great

morning

breakfast

6B Molly's surprise started in
the when Dad woke her up. Molly and her dad
went to eat at a
They had a
special morning meal for
Because the sun was shining, it was a
day for a trip. What a fun way to
spend her

Writing a Story

Reading
On another sheet of paper, write a story about
Wrffing taking a tripa Read the story to a friendn Ask your
friend to tell what might happen next n
26
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STRATEGY:
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you come to a word
other words in the
ces that come before
word
re out
figure

other
ve in

part of
made
t. It

e out
ext to
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Using Context Clues

On Read more about stars. If you come to a word Your
Own you do not know, look at the words around it to help you figure
out its meaning.

Patterns in the Sky
There are a huge number of stars in the sky. They are very
far away. At night they look like millions of tiny dots or points
of light. You may see that some groups of stars make a certain
shape or pattern. The patterns are in the shapes of people,
animals, and things. Star patterns are called constellations.
There are 88 constellations in the sky. Long ago people
started to name them. Two of the constellations look like a
large and a small bear. They are called the Great Bear and the
Little Bear. The stars in each bear make another set of patterns,
too. Each looks like a cup with a long handle. The head and neck
of the Great Bear make a pattern called the Big Dipper. The tail
and hips of the Little Bear make the Little Dipper. Try to find
more constellations the next time you look at the night sky.

8

Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each question on the lines.
STRATEGY:
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How do you think each constellation got its name?
Why do you think people like to look at the stars?

Practicing Comprehension Skills
Read the words. Look back in the article for clues. Fill in the
circle next to the correct meaning.

millions
O a huge amount

O patterns

O far away

O cup with a handle

O star

O tiny dots

O pieces

dipper
O small bear
5B

points
O things

6B

star pattern
O planets

O animals

O group of stars
Using Context Clues

Circle the words that help you figure out the meaning of the
underlined word.
36
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You may see that some groups of stars make a certain shape or
pattern.
80 Star patterns are called constellations.

Practicing Vocabulary
Write o word from the box to finish ecch sentence.

constellations

far

started

patterns

points

90 Do you ever look at the stars in the night sky? The stars seem
so

away.

They look like little

of light.

Try finding groups of stars that are in shapes or
Long ago people
to name groups of stars. It is
easy to find some
like the Big Dipper.
x.ing

Writing an Observation

Reading

Look ot the night sky. On another sheet of paper,

Writing

drow what you seea Write sentences that tell
about your picture. Use clues to explain words
that may be new for your readers.

8

Classifying
When things are the same in an important way, they
can be grouped together. When you read, think
STRATEGY:
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about how words and ideas can be put into groups
to show how they are alike.
Read about pets. Think about which pets ore the
same in an important vvcya
Cats, dogs, birds, and fish are popular pets. Cats
and dogs like to play with their owners. They will sit
on your lap and lick your hand.
Birds like to play, too. You can give a bird tiny toys
and watch it play. A pet bird likes to sit on your finger
or shoulder.
You can't play with pet fish. They are pretty and fun to
watch. From inside the tank, they watch you, too.

Write the animal names that belong in each
group.
Animals That Are Pets

Pets YouCan Play With
group things together, think of a
name for your group. Decide if each
thing in the group fits that name.

38
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When you
Classifying

YourOn Read more about pets. Think about how the
Own

pets are alike and different.

Best Pet
Which pet is the best pet for you? Different pets are good for different
people. People who live in the country can have almost any pet. Dogs need a
lot of space to run, so the country is a good place for them. The country is a
good place for cats, rabbits, horses, and birds, too.
People who live in the city can also have pets. Cats are happy inside
apartments. Birds, fish, and lizards can live in apartments. Dogs can be
happy in apartments as long as they get plenty of exercise and fresh air.
Dogs need to be walked every day. A jogger would make a good pet owner.

Then the dog could run with its owner.
Cat and dog owners must train their pets. Training takes time. Birds, fish,
and lizards are better pets for people who are very busy.
Cats and dogs both need soft beds to sleep on. Birds sleep on a perch in
their cages. Lizards and fish need tanks to live in. One thing all animals need
is lots of love.

STRATEGY:
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Checking Comprehension
Write the answer to each question on the lines.

Why are different kinds of pets good for different
people?

Think about your home. What pet would be
best for you and your family? Tell why you think
so.

Practicing Comprehension Skills
3B Fill in the chart. Write X in the boxes to show what each
pet needs.
WHAT PETS NEED

cat
training
walking
exercise

cage or tank
40
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dog

fish

bird

soft bed
a lot of love

Classifying

STRATEGY:
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Write the names of the pets that belong in each group.

fish

cot

bird

rabbit

dog

horse

lizard

Good Pets for an Apartment
5a Good Pets for the Country

Practicing Vocabulary
Write the word from the box that belongs with each group.

space
run, play,

country

fresh

jogger

exercise

new,

clean,

walker,

runner,

city, town,

LOA room, area,
•ßing

Writing a Poem
Reading Mcke c list of some animals that cre alike in some
and

Writing way. Write a poem about them. Shore your poem with
friends.
LIO

9

White House Facts
Lesson

Patriotic Themes

A Trip to Washington, D.C.

NameDate

Directions: Use reference materials to complete the following questions.

1. Every president of the United States of America has lived in the White House,
except

2. The White House was designed by
3. The president's office is called the
4. The address of the White House is
5. During the War of 1812, the White House was burned by the

Teacher Created Resources, Inc.

213
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Patriotic Themes

A Trip to Washington, D.C.

6. The White House is built near

the

River.

A Map of Washington, DOCO
Name

Date

Directions: Use a pencil to draw your route for a possible walking tour. Start and
end at the Capitol Building.

#2467 Social Studies Through the Year
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Patriotic Themes

A Trip to Washington, D.C.

A Map of Washington, DOC, (cont.)
NameDate

Directions: Use the map on page 214 to answer these questions.
Teacher Created Resources, Inc.
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1. The White House is

of the

Washington Monument.

2. The Capitol Building is

of the

Smithsonian Institution.

3. The Potomac River is on the

side of

Washington, D.C.

4. The Reflecting Pool is between the
and the
Mall.
5.

This area is also called The

is across the Potomac River from the city
of Washington, D.C.

6. The Vietnam Memorial is
Reflecting

7. The

Pool,

and

the
of it.

Arlington

National

of the
Cemetery
is

Memorial is near the Tidal Basin.

8. The Washington Channel is
Potomac River.

of the

9. The Lincoln Memorial is on the

end of

the Mall.

10. The Supreme Court Building
is of the Library of Congress.
©
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Calculate Your Way Through
the White House
Name

Date

Directions: Use a calculator to answer the following mathematical questions about the
White House.
1. George Washington took the oath of office in 1789. The White House
construction began in 1792, but it still was not complete in 1800. How many
years after George Washington became president did construction begin?

2 The president hosts formal dinners in the State Dining Room. This room can
seat 140 people. How many more people can sit there than in the seats in
your classroom?
3. The Rose Garden at the White House was redesigned in 1962. The president
uses the Rose Garden for special events. How many years ago was the Rose
Garden redesigned?
4. Since George Washington was the only president never to live in the White
House, how many presidents have lived in the White House?

5. In 1814 the White House was burned by the British during the War of 1812.
How many years ago was the White House burned by the British?

6. The president's Oval Office was built in 1909. It was moved from the center of the
West Wing to the southeast corner in 1934, where it still is. After how many years
was the Oval Office moved?
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My Book of Washington,

(cont.)

7. President John Adams and First Lady Abigail Adams were the first people to
live in the White House. They moved there in November 1800. How many
years has the White House been the official home of the president?

My Book of Washington, DOC,
Your teacher will explain the directions for making this book.
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DOC,
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My Book of Washington,
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My Book of Washington,

(cont.)

DOC,
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My Book of Washington,
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A Trip to Washington, D.C.

Themes

My Book of Washington,

(cont.)

D C,
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A Trip to Washington, D.C.

Themes

My Book of Washington,

(cont.)

Name

On Your Own

)

Use the picture graph to answer the questions.

Number of Pencils
Alana
Kiana
Dante

Brad
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Key: Each

than apples?

stands for pencil.

I

more

CommonCore

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES MODEL • REASON MAKE
SENSE

Problem Solving • Applications

WRITE b Math

How many strings are 9 inches
long?

1

x

strings
1 50

x

x
x

x
xx x

x
x
1

GO DEEPER How many strings are
more than 6 inches long?

6
7
g
9
Lengths of Strings in Inches

strings

Personal Math Trainer

60 David measured the snowfall for four weeks. Fill in the bubble
next to all the sentences that describe the data. Make a bar
graph to solve the problem.

Snowfall
Week I I inch

Week 2
Week 3
Week 14

2 inches
3 inches
q inches

02

0

Week I Week 2 Week 3
Week O There were 2 inches of snow in Week 2.
O The amount of snowfall increased each week.

O Snowfall decreased from Week 3 to Week 14.
O There were a total of inches of snow in Week 2 and Week 3.
O There were 3 more inches of snow in Week than in Week l.

14

TAKE HOME ACTIVITY Have your child explain how he or she
solved one of the problems in this lesson.

686 six hundred eighty-six

Problem Solving o Display Data
Essential Question How does making a bar graph help

Chapter

six hundred

when solving problems about data?

common Measurement and Data—2.MD.D.10
Core
MATHEMATICALPRACTICES

organize data to solve problems.

Chapter

six hundred

10

Chapter

eighty-three 683

six hundred

Name

Chapter

six hundred

Read Bar Graphs
Use the bar

graph.

Favorite Sport
baseball
soccer
basketball

football
RepresentCOMMON andCORE interpretSTANDARD—2.MD.D.10data.

O

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

Number of Children
l. How many children chose basketball?

children

2. Which sport did the most children choose?
3. How many more children chose basketball than baseball? more
children
Chapter

six hundred

€9

14.

Which sport did the fewest children choose?

10

Chapter

seventy-five 675

six hundred

Name

Make Picture Graphs

Favorite Cookie
chocolate
oatmeal

Favorite Cookie
Cookie
chocolate

Tally

peanut
butter
shortbread
CommonCore COMMON CORE STANDARD—2.MD.D.10
Representandinterpretdata.

oatmeal
peanut butter
shortbread

l. Use the tally chart to
complete the picture graph.
Draw a O for each child.
Key: Each O stands for I child.

2. How many children chose chocolate? children
3. How many fewer children chose oatmeal than peanut butter?
fewer children
14.

Which cookie did the most children choose?

5. How many children in all chose a favorite cookie?

children

graph above. Write about the

Chapter 10

six hundred sixty-nine 669 Name

On Your Own
Use the tally chart to complete the picture graph.

Draw a @ for each child.

1

apple
plum

banana
orange

50 How many children chose banana?

children

1

Chapter 10 0 Lesson 3

six hundred sixty-seven 667

Data

Collect
CommonCore COMMON CORE STANDARD—2.MD.Da10
RepresentandInterpretdata.

l. Take a survey, Ask 10 classmates how
they got to school. Use tally marks to show How
their choices.

We Got to School
Way

2. How many classmates rode in a bus to
school?

Tally

walk
bus

car
bike
classmates

3. How many classmates rode in a car to school?
classmates

L',

In which way did the fewest
classmates get to school?

6' WRITE Math Explain how you would
take a survey to find your classmates'
favorite shirt color.

Chapter 10

six hundred fifty-seven 657

Lesson Check (2.MD.D.lO)
l. Use the bar graph. How many
shells do the children have in
all?

l

03 fil
WI

Ella John Lily David

shells
Our Shells
6

Children

twigs

Lengths of Twigs in Inches

676

six hundred seventy-six

Lesson Check (2.MD.D.lO)
l. Use the tally chart. Which color did the
children choose?

Favorite Color
Color

Tally

blue
green

red
yellow

Spiral Review (2.NBT.B.5, 2.MD.B.6, 2.MD.C.7, 2.MD.C.8)

Illi

fewest

has

658 six hundred fifty-eight

Lesson L'

Envision It!

Draw one
in the rain animal that you think lives
forest.

Explore It!
Materials Where can plants live?
10 Use a spray bottle.
paper leaves Wet 2 paper leaves. with spray
waterbottle C] 2. Cover one with waxed paper. waxed paper

03. Put both in a sunny place.

Cl 14. Wait 15 minutes. Observe.
The waxed paper covers
the paper leaf. Some
leaves

Explain Your Results have a waxy cover too. 50 Infer How might
a waxy coat help a leaf?

6, In what type of habitat might waxy leaves
be most helpful to a plant?

94

Forest
A forest is a habitat. Forests have many kinds of plants. Many kinds
of animals live in the forest too.
Plants and animals get what they need in a forest. They get air and
water. Plants get light. Plants get nutrients from the soil. They have
space to grow. Some animals find shelter under the trees. Animals
eat plants or other animals for food.
Animals also help plants. Some animals eat seeds and berries. They
take them from plants and carry them to other places. This helps
spread the plants' seeds. Then the plants will grow in different places.
Living things in a forest depend on one another to get what they need.
Underline where plants get nutrients. Write where this deer gets
the nutrients it needs.

Wetland
A wetland is mostly covered
with water. Plants that need
a lot of water grow in a
wetland.
Plants and animals depend
on one another to get what
they need in a wetland.
Animals eat plants or other
animals in a

Tell what kinds of plants
grow

sloth

Rain Forest
A rain forest is a wet habitat.
It gets a lot of rain. Many
trees grow tall to get
sunlight. Short plants get
little or no sunlight.
Many different animals live in
the rain forest. Animals find
food and shelter in the rain
forest. This sloth gets what it
needs from the rain forest.
Look at the picture.
eone thing the sloth needs.
PearsonReahze.com

99

Food Chains
A food chain shows how energy passes from one
living thing to another. The energy in a food chain
comes mostly from the sun. Plants use the sun's
energy to make food. Some animals get energy by
eating the plants. Other animals eat those animals.
Look at the food chain. Energy passes from
sunlight to the hawk through this food chain.
Complete the sentence.

Energy in most food chains begins with the

Grasses use water, air, and energy
from sunlight to make food,
7+.

Voles eat grass for energy.
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Science and Social Studies Bonus Activities for Mrs. Gutkowski's Class
Please read the instructions for your child's classroom.
Mrs. Gutkowski's Class

1.

Go to www.brainpopir.com

2.

At the top right hand corner of the page, click "Enter Code"

3.

Enter the following code:

reed8249

4.

Click Submit

5.

Click "Sign up Now!"

6.

Enter your child's first name and last name

7.

Under the usename tab, please create your child's username using the following formation

firstname2g (ex: bob2g)
8.
Under password, please type Midland2g. Please remember to make the M in Midland an uppercase
letter.
9.

Retype the same password (Midland2g)

10.

Pull down the Security Question tab and click "What is your favorite color?"

11.

Please type blue in the Answer bar.

12.

Please click on the picture of the lion under security image

13.

Click Create Account

14.
A new screen will pop up allowing you to log in. Once you log in you will be asked for your usename
and password

username: firstname2g
password: Midland2g

15.
To access the assignments, please click Dashboard at the top of the screen. All of the assignments that
your child will need to complete will be located here under Assignments.

Assignments to complete: Desert Habitats, Arctic Habitats, Freshwater Habitats, Ocean Habitats,
Helen Keller, Dr. Seuss

Science and Social Studies Bonus Activities for Mrs. Roman's Class
Please read the instructions for your child's classroom.
Mrs. Roman's class

1. Go to www.brainpopir.com

2. At the top right hand corner of the page, click "Log In"
3. Enter your usename and password:
*

*All usernames are your child's first name and 2r (ex: bob2r)

*
*Password for everyone is Midland2r. Please remember to make the M in Midland an
uppercase letter.
4. Click Log In
5. To access the assignments, please click Dashboard at the top of the screen.
6, Click Assignments. All of the assignments that your child will need to complete will be located here under
Assignments.

Assignments to complete: Desert Habitats, Arctic Habitats, Freshwater Habitats, Ocean Habitats,
Helen Keller, Dr. Seuss

